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“For once it’s a pleasure to write a cheque.”
Below are 3 photographs of Kath's shoes that Ron, her
husband, bought for her on 27.7.98, she returned them for
repair on the 29.10.09. She is still wearing them on a regular
basis today.

"You make them too well Alan, you do yourself out of
business."
From £440 my Shoes, Shandals and Rope Soled Slippers
are not cheap, but with every pair comes your own personal
Shoemaker, whose intent is to heal, strengthen and empower
you with a pair of beautiful shoes. Made to Measure you have
a choice of vast range of colours, leathers and fabric.
Visit my home studio here on the coast of Cardigan Bay in
West Wales, at the mouth of the river Arth and I will welcome
you and give you a personal service second to none. You will
not get this kind of intention or personal service from a Shoe
Shop Assistant selling cheap, non-repairable, plastic, throwaway manufactured shoes made by the 23 billion pairs a year.
Also, you are not just buying a pair of shoes, you are
investing your money in the health and strength of your feet,
ankles, knees, hips and your future mobility and vitality.

Stock prices.
While my stock of shoes and Shandals are small, I try to
have pairs in every size, in every width, so that potential
clients can try them on for fit.
If I don't have a pair in your size, then I will make a pair
so that you can try them on for a fitting. If they fit and you
want them, then I charge the full Made to Measure price.
Stock Prices reflect a simple, quick transaction between
you and me - they fit, you buy them.
I do have a few pairs in Stock that are cheaper and some
that are more, like Brogue Shandals and a few that cost even
more, like my one-off Rope Soled Slippers and Art Pieces.
I make Shoes and Shandals up to size 14 and in half sizes.
Size

Single soles with
Dinky Tyre soles and heels

Double soles with
Topy soles and heels

2-7½

£440

£480

8-14½

£495

£535

Stock shoes by Post.
To cover the costs of looking at your measurements,
writing you a letter, packing Shandals or shoes and driving
to the Post Office, I charge a minimal initial cost for
P&P&Admin of £25.
If you decide that, my Shoes or Shandals are not for you,

post them back by Special Delivery the next day I will return
your deposit, less £25

Made to Measure & Bespoke prices.
Size

Single soles with
Dinky Tyre Soles and Heels

Double soles with
Topy soles and heels

2-7½

£595

£635

8-14½

£650

£690

Uppers made in materials other than leather like Tweeds
Pin Stripes, Velvets or your favorite fabric and fully lined in
Suede are £150 more.
Brogues are £75 - £130 more.
My repairable Rope Soled Slippers start at £1,500.
Golf Shoes are £150 more.
Prototype Shoes or Shandals made for a fitting in unlined
leather are £250.
If want to commission an Art Piece then I will quote you.
Prototype Shoes for a fitting in unlined leather are £250.

Extras.
Studio Consultation - £75.00.
Shoe Trees £75.
Extra handmade leather laces in any colour - £20.00.
Connolly Hide Care - £15 + £2.50 P&P.
Extra P&P by Special Delivery - £15 - £17.50.
My book 'How to make rope soled footwear.' - £20 inc. P&P.

Payment.
I like to trust my clients. The £75 deposit secures your
order and your place next in line.
Once we have agreed on any adjustments after the first
posting or Studio Consultation then I will make you a pair
and post them to you or arrange another visit.
If you are happy with them, then I expect payment of the
balance by return of post.

Returns-Terms and conditions.
Not often, but sometimes a client is not happy.
If you bought shoes from stock and return them unworn,
in good condition within 10 days, I will give you a refund
less £25 for admin and postages.
If I make you a pair without any alterations in the colour
and soles you want and you return them unworn, in good
condition within 10 days, I will give you a refund less £125
for admin, postage and time.
If I make you a pair with alterations to the Patterns and
Lasts, or in odd sizes and return them unworn, in good
condition within 10 days, I will give you a refund less 50%
for the time taken to make them and for admin and postages.

How to order and measure the feet.

